Raúl de la Rosa

Raúl de la Rosa, an author and a practical philosopher, has made in depth investigations in the ecological and environmental fields, and has also studied the religions and ancestral traditions, and specially the mind and the consciousness. He created and directs the Dharma magazine, and gives conferences on the themes he specializes in.

EL ERMITAÑO QUE VEÍA PELÍCULAS DE HOLLYWOOD
THE HERMIT WHO WATCHED HOLLYWOOD MOVIES

In that neighbourhood, everyone knows "the hermit". No one knows his name, few know where he comes from, but everybody knows where he can be found. The hermit is a generous and cordial man, whose door is always open and who has the right advice for all who visit him. Moreover, he loves movies and has a prodigious memory. To illustrate his teachings he not only relies on parables and philosophical quotes but also on the unexpected depth of some of the phrases heard in Hollywood movies of all periods. For the reader, each chapter of this book will mean a unique encounter with a very special teacher who, with his knowledge and humour, offers to all who are willing listeners a vital and spiritual lesson.

LA SENDA DEL CHAMÁN I THE SHAMAN’S PATH

A young Spanish writer travels to Siberia, by the end of the nineteenth Century, to help a friend that needs a miraculous substance that could heal his ailing son. But at the same time, he’s trying to run from some terrible nightmares he can’t find an explanation to. His search will lead him to Idu Idu, one of the last great Siberian Shamans, whose teachings about nature and creatures visible and invisible will open his mind and his heart to a new dimension. A spiritual and inspirational novel in exotic settings, that readers of Castañeda, Redfield, and Coelho will find especially enjoyable.

UN HOGAR SANO Y NATURAL I A HEALTHY AND NATURAL HOME

The aim of this book is finding the causes of certain health imbalances in relation to the places we live in: our home, our place of work or the school, and the presence and use of potentially harmful elements. It aims at offering guidelines which will improve our consumer habits and help us to create healthy and efficient homes, which should also include a certain design and the elements necessary to achieve a harmonious atmosphere. Raúl de la Rosa specializes in environmental risks and geobiology, a subject which has helped him to concentrate on living being and earthly energies, not only the natural but also the artificial ones. Many of his techniques resemble and are related to the well-known feng-shui.